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1. Mirrors of identity
The European     vs the Russian “Other”



Common political space + identity

 Jenő Szűcs: Three historical regions of Europe (1988)
(“Where do the internal borders of Europe run?”)
Western-Central-Eastern Europe
 Gerard Delanty (2013).European inter-civilizational 

constellation: the Greco-Roman, the Western Christian, the 
Byzantine-Russian and Ottoman-Islamic traditions

 North Western Europe
 Mediterranean Europe
 Central Europe - RUSSIA?                      
 East Central Europe
 South Eastern Europe
 North Eastern Europe

Mental mapping
Is Russia Europe? / Western and Russian perspectives
on Europe as a historic region (What is Europe?)



How does Russia see Europe?
“Europe” / EU as the “Other” or 
the “Stranger”?
Dimensions

 - Economic counterpart (sanctions issue)

 - Political rivalry (clashing interests/cooperation)

 - Cultural and history pillars in public memory 

 - Ways of life 

Сommon /contested perceptions and values

 Does a values gap exist?



How does Europe see 
interactions with Russia?

• Engaging Russia…

• Engaging with Russia…

• Engaging against/without 
Russia?



Russia and Europe: Influence 
and Power

 There is a feeling of disillusionment and disappointment 
in connection with Russia and Europe’s ability to 

influence its policies «The model of 
European ‘tutelage’ of Russia is no 
longer possible»

(UK HOUSE OF LORDS European Union Committee 
6th Report of Session 2014–15 The EU and Russia: 

before and beyond the crisis in Ukraine)



Public attitudes towards Russia in 
the EU have been in steady 
decline over the past few years…



…and the decline is mutual



2. Images of Russia
Russian natural resources…



…and human potential
Working population with higher education: one 
of the highest in the world



And Russia for Europe?

 Stereotype images still lingering



 However, Russia has most of the time been open and perceptive towards 
European ideas and influences



3.Russian identity and the 
Russian nation
Nation-building = state-building + 
identity formation



Support for acting president
June 2015: a historic maximum of 89 % since 
2012 (Levada Centre)



Nation-building / shaping the nation: 
politics of identity & identity politics 
(components)

Education

Culture

Language

Memory and 
history 
policies

Religious 
dialogue

Migration 
and 

integration 

Social 
policies

Modernizing
institutions



“Cultural” (multiaspect) diversity 
for the modern civic nation

 Asset

 Resource

 Liability

 Challenge

Politics of identity / identity politics:

- actors

- agenda

- mechanisms 



Russian identity. 
Question: Whom do you strongly associate with?

 Institute of Sociology RAS data, 2004 - 2011



National / civic / state / ethnic: 
compatible identities
 1. State – civic (National – civic) identity (L.Drobizheva)

 National identity

 Ethnonation / civic (political) nation

 2. Ethnic identity (self-identification with e-group+ perceptions of the 
group + emotional involvement)

Associations with the State, role of Russia in the world, history and  
civilization

Language, religion, traditions, origin of parents 

25% - see themselves as both ethnic identity holders and Russian citizens

47% - primarily Russian citizens

 Consolidating pillars – State, responsibility for the country, common 
past, language, culture

 + negative consolidation (identity crisis, inequalities, sense of loss …) 

 A resurgence of ethnic identification for Russians/ Nationalism?

 The “Russian question” (S.Peregudov). 



Russia as a multiethnic 
community

 Over 190 peoples

80.9% - Russians (2010 census) 

2. Tatars 5,3 mln

3. Ukranians 2 mln

4. Bashkir

5. Chuvash

………….



Traditional “Muslim” Ethnic Groups in Russia
Ethnic 
groups

Population in 
Russia, 

thousand

Main regions of Inhabitance Percentage of 
Russian 
Society

Tatars 5,310.6 Volga Federal District 3.90%
Bashkirs 1,584.6 Volga Federal District 1.15%
Avars 912.1 Caucasian Federal District 0.66%
Kazakhs 647.7 Siberian Federal District 0.47%
Azerbaijani
s

603.1 Everywhere, esp. Caucasian and Central 
Fed. Distr.

0.44%

Dargin 589.4 Caucasian Federal District 0.43%
Kabardins 516.8 Caucasian Federal District 0.38%
Kumyks 503.1 Caucasian Federal District 0.37%
Lezgians 473.7 Caucasian Federal District 0.34%
Ingush 444.8 Caucasian Federal District 0.32%
Uzbeks 289.9 Everywhere, esp. Central Federal District 0.21%
Karachays 218.4 Caucasian Federal District 0.16%
Tajiks 200.7 Everywhere, esp. Central Federal District 0.15%
Laks 178.6 Caucasian Federal District 0.13%
Tabasarans 146.4 Caucasian Federal District 0.11%
Adyghe 124.8 Caucasian Federal District 0.09%
Balkars 112.9 Caucasian Federal District 0.09%
Turks 105.1 South and Caucasian Federal District 0.08%
Nogais 103 7 Caucasian Federal District 0 08%



Ethnic nationalism vs ethnic 
identity resurgence: Politicizing 
ethnicity as key political risk

Educational and language policies

Debates over history textbooks: what do 
they show? 

Upholding a common cultural 
space as a key challenge 



History, memory, identities and 
memory politics
May 9, 2015 in Moscow, Krasnodar and Vienna



4. Conclusions

A quest for identity: the 
inclusive/exclusive identity dilemma

 Nation-building agenda                     an inclusive civic identity

 Value priorities (security / welfare / democracy / trust  / rule of 
law)

 Innovation policies (National Innovation System)

 Projecting a positive image at home

What can contribute to promoting a dialogue culture?

- Identity focused on development

- Civic education and focus on education in public policy

- Working on diminishing regional disparities + attractive models of 
local development

- Conflict regulation agenda (post-Soviet political space)

+ A positive message from Europe
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